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About This Content

Toposim East Africa for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD 11 / 19m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for the whole Eastern African
region, improving the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to the landscape profile.

VFR flying over Africa has never been more realistic with lakes, mountains and ground undulations all where they should be.
Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh and does not include any textures.

This pack includes terrain mesh for the following countries:

Eritrea

Ethiopia

Djibouti

Somalia

Kenya

Uganda
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Mozambique

Tanzania

Malawi

Zambia

Zimbabwe

Madagascar

The Comoros

Mauritania

Mauritius

Seychelles
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umm doesnt load past 56 % cant even play.. dont bother. Really, really nice. Surprisingly difficult levels as it progresses,
interesting story and a good amount of both game hours and replayability (there are puzzles with really difficult 3-star goals)..
From the moment I reluctantly boarded a ship under orders from my captain to the moment I became pirate king, Choice of
Pirates was a thrilling tale tailored to my taste by me.

Choice of the Pirate is, like all Choice of Games, a charming text adventure that focuses on story, worldbuilding, and your
choices. The story itself kept me interested, and the worldbuilding was rich. If you play and read quickly, you can generally get
through the game in about an hour, hour and a half. There is quite a bit of replayability, though I will say that the first
playthrough is the most memorable. Overall, this game is well worth the money.

I highly recommend Choice of Games if you're interested in text based RPGs. I have played Choice of Pirate as well as Choice
of Robots, and I had a grand time with each.. This was one of the most beautiful and moving visual novels I have played - let me
tell you it is great but it has a boring middle and beginning - if I hadn't seen tinges of greatness I never would have anticipated
the ending which was great.

No spoilers of course but it sure turns it out better than it looks.

Touching and great experimental novel

SPOILERS BELOW DO NOT READ UNTIL YOU ARE DONE - IT"S A GREAT STORY

The fact that the ending was so miserable yet was supposed to be touching was not a good feeling for me.

I don't play games to experience real-life sadness and that's what I got.

Some really unhappy feelings met me at the end and I'm glad I have normal horror games to play now because this was REAL
SADNESS FROM OUR REAL WORLD which is not good.

Anyway I'd give it a 9\/10 for a mostly boring story and a beautiful yet horrible ending that made me feel terrible.

I love it and I'd buy a million sequels but I don't like real life in my stories.

Great job though to the developers.. How there are any negative reviews for this game idk, beacause it is a super cool
experience for free, the one con i have is that it feels like an oculus game, yet is an htc vive exclusive.. I want my money
BACK!! OR ILL CONTACT STEAM SUPPORT. Nice game, reccomended as the price low!. First of all, I want to make it
clear that I do like this route as it has some very nice scenery and it is typically based in the 1960's BR Green era although I do
have the BR Blue pack which includes scenarios for this route that I will cover this in another review for that pack. The route
comes with a Class 25, Class 08, Class 37, Class 101 and also a Class 105 all in BR Green as I bought the bundle deal that
included the Class 105. Most of the trains are reasonably good and they are quite fun to drive on the whole. However the Class
105 does have its bugs as the AWS warning "sunflower" does not work properly and I have SPAD a couple of times because of
this as it should only show up as black and yellow when the home signal is showing "danger". The only other option is to drive at
cautionary speed and assume that all signals are at "danger" until you can get a clear view of the signal which isn't practical if
you wish to keep to time. Especially in the pathetic career (arcade) mode.

The scenarios are the real killer for this addon because they are not balanced and their is no way you can keep to time on some
of them without breaking the speed limit. Oh and as for the "Game Over" upon a SPAD in career mode. I thought this supposed
to be a "Train Simulator", not some silly arcade derived game you would expect to find in an amusement arcade. The only thing
missing in career mode is the "Insert Coin" message lol.

Apart from the career mode scenarios which are a joke to say it nicely and the bugs with some of the trains included such as
weak brakes and an improper working AWS display in the Class 105. It is a nice route and I would have given this a neutral
rating if I could. But because of the negative experiences with the career mode scenarios. I feel that they kill an otherwise a
excellent product, so unfortunately its a thumbs down from me :(. If these issues are fixed with the AWS display in the Class
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105 and the weak brakes on the Class 37, we could play the scenarios properly.

Good Points:
Nice scenery
Great route to drive on
Decent Trains on the whole.

Bad Points:
Unbalanced Career Mode Scenarios
Bugs with the AWS display on the Class 105
Weak Brakes on some of the trains.

Overall Rating: 6\/10.. This must be not one of the worst, but THE worst games I've ever played.
I'm not sure what those baboons are writing positive reviews for.

- You sail so slow, even on fast speed
- You have to use your keyboard to up and lower speed
- Graphics are bad
- It took 10 minutes of my life to figure out where the market is
- Mechanics are aweful compared to P4. Can't figure out whether i'm making a profit or not; have to record it
- Everything about it is horrible, I'm upset I didn't try this when I first bought it, now I can't refund this dump
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My favourite childhood game. A challenging strategy game with a lot of replayability. If you're up for something different, give
this a shot. this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665good. Maxed out all the settings and it looked ok. AA could still be
better.. To say i really did enjoy the game and its a great time waster and plus it kinda cheap for 6 bucks and the gameplay is fun
and enjoyable and also made a great funny videos which can be found here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMwXqjgFEHI.
Unique Twist On RTS Genre

I've been looking for a game that would let me sink a lot of hours into a single experience in VR since the Vive was
released. I'm early in my time with this one, but having heard of this primarily as a console game, I thought this could
have some legs. It's looking like I was right so far! The RTS system is novel, building out your "empire" like nodes or a
web. It means you have to think about your placements as there's a heirarchy to what can build what. For example,
Outposts can build armouries, but armouries can't build outposts. So think ahead and make sure you have room for
expansion!

This may seem rambly, but I wanted to get some rough thoughts up so there weren't random complaints turning people
away from a solid RTS.

If you're a traditional gamer who likes strategy, this is a solid game. But if you own VR and have waited for a game to
sink your teeth into, this seems to be it. It's not a tutorial funneling you into multiplayer no one is playing (it does have
multiplayer, but it's cross-platform so it's likely to be much more vibrant). And it's not a 2 hour "experience" that is
exhilarating for a short afternoon, but then never touched again. This is a VIDEO GAME!

If you have an HTC Vive, get Siegecraft.. A dollar of fun. That kept me as occupied as a web game would. 10/10 for
what it is
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